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(Then I put a “Too, too Long phrase ")
At first, it seemed trivial rather than "This is it!", But what I didn't stop too much grew up
without knowing it somewhere in my heart Suddenly appeared in front of me at a place, "Oh,
was this the main story?"
And later, I notice "as a result".

At the last minute, on the brink of the last minute, I

hurriedly moved to that place, and in the last few times, I had not suffered from trouble or
error, and there were many times in the past. Since I was a child, I was a short-circuiting
person with a short-circuit thinking of “I had been thinking about it for 100 years” so that my
parents could label it as “a typical sample of wild boar”, but after various experiences I was
reminded that "the idea is only an idea", and recently, even if I hit the knee without thinking
"This is this !!", after that I "put a patience" for a while and dare to throw that idea. It was.
He said, "The idea is only an idea. Until it seems like that, I will attach a time to each case,
and be sure to give time."
This was just the case I mentioned earlier when moving to a large IT company in Japan to
get a large-scale number of customers.

"I think 100% relocation is the correct answer, but

just let it go anyway. It's better to pay attention to" 100% matters, anyway"
Therefore, be careful with the phrase "Too much calmly settle down and To get the luckas it
happens from the Heaven"
But unexpected or "gourd to pieces" with a surprise, rather the truth, there is a way.

It may

be nice to keep your nose out and wait for a while.
After all, "the operation of heaven and earth" and "the work of the mind" are immeasurable
in "human intelligence that is only a product of the brain, because never can measure by it`s
using"
And the conclusion under above thinking is " I will do my best and wait for the voice of
mission from the Heaven "and finally" put luck to heaven "
Above I all accept, can I?
And it`s sure I can obey the Sumo-Wrestlers”Goh-Ei-Doh`s comments, below
From our Yamato-spirit, “Be Patient but no stay too much and will gone away like a window”
(Additional note: I'm sorry for saying "Too, too long phrase", I'm sorry. Gomen-nasai!!)

